Ferdinand devised to catalogue and access his collections are unique and predate any other systematic attempt to organise a collection…"1 And Hernando's will contains so much detail about the creation and perpetuation of his library that one scholar has gone so far as to call it the first modern treatise on library economy.2
Much of the library survives, more or less intact, in the Institución Colombina next door to the cathedral in Seville-just steps from the lavish tombs of Columbus and his son.3 Hernando himself drafted the design for the elaborate inscription on his own monument, and it is preserved in the original draft of his will dated 3 July 1539. The middle section suggests that Hernando wanted to be remembered, above all, for two things: first, for being the son of Columbus, whose coat of arms he featured proudly, with its bold motto "a castilla y a leon mundo nuevo dio colon" (To the Kingdom of Castile and Leon, Columbus gave a New World); and second, for giving his countrymen unparalleled access to the new world of print. The four open books he hung around the escutcheon represented not the individual volumes in the library but rather the set of astonishingly detailed catalogs he created to make them useful, providing the period's most comprehensive guide (as the labels indicate) to its "Authors," "Subjects," "Epitomes," and "Materials."
Hernando was born in Córdoba during the summer of 1488. Christopher Columbus lived with but never married Hernando's mother, a shadowy figure named Beatriz Enriquez. Fortunately, the admiral later filed the necessary papers for Hernando's legitimation (allowing him to inherit a great deal of money). In 1502, at the age of thirteen, Hernando joined his father for the last of his four voyages to the West Indies (where they spent more than two years exploring the Caribbean islands and the Central American coast). But 
